
16. PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS AND DATA PROCESSING 

By WILLIAM NORDBERG, Atmospheric Structures Branch, Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA 

Of main concern in this discussion are tlie 
rndiatioii experiments, in general, on the TIROS 
satellites. There are three aspects to tlie raclia- 
tion experiments. The first one is tlie instru- 
mentation used on the TIROS satellites. Since 
the instrumentation has already been discussed, 
in part, in paper 10, only a brief discussion will 
be given herein. Tlie second aspect of the radi- 

struments. Work is still being done to try to 
calibrate these instruments more precisely, 
which means to  relate the input into these in- 
struments more precisely to the output tele- 
metered to tlie ground stations. Tlie third as- 
pect of the radiation experiments is tlie prob- 
lem of data. reception, processing. analyzinp. 
and interpretation. There is much work to be 
done on this phase of the experiments. 

It may be worth while to summarize briefly 

by researchers in the field of radiation experi- 
ments. 

Reference 1 is a basic paper in wliicli the 
instruments and some of the pre1imin:wy data 
received from TIROS I1 are described. The elec- 
tronic aspects of the TIROS rndiatioii experi- 
nients are discwssetl in reference 2. ('harts or 
ninps of the TIROS r:di:ition (lata are :ivxil:ibIe 
(ref. 3 )  nnd these will be described briefly 
herein. Some initial efforts to interpret the 
data from TIROS I11 in terms of vnrioiis sitnit- 
t ions which have been reviewed are giveii in 
reference 4. 

Figure 16-1 is a photogriipli of the 7'11tos TI 
satellite. This figui-e is presented to sliow the 
viewing ports of tlie rat1i:it ion ~ e i i s o r ~  onbo:ircl 
tlie satellite. There are t w o  radiat ioii iiistix- 
ments onboard. One is a so-cnllecl five-cliaiinel 
scniiiiinp radiometer, sonietinles referret1 to :is :I 
high-resoluLion or inedium-resolutioii racliorri- 
eter. Tlie radiometer. as used in these ex- 
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FIGURE 16-1. TIROR I1 meteorological satellite 

launched Soveiiiber 23, 1960. The iiirdiuiii-re~;oliitiori 
scanning radiometer loolis tlirougli rt.ct;mgular nper- 
tures in the side and luisr 1)late. The low-rrsolution 
r:idionieter looks through tlir roniid a1wrtiire in the 
base 1 h t e  alniost tlimiietric.:illp olqx)wtl to  tlie pro- 
truding \\idr-angle television l c ) i i< .  

perinleiits, nieasiires hotli rrflert et1 :iii(1 iiifixiwl 
I.;itli:ition from the eartli, i.eflec.tct1 i i i  visible 
regions a i i d  eiiiittetl i i i  iiifixiwl regioiis. 'I'liest~ 
rnclintioiis Iiare heeii o l w i v t l  i i i  five i i i o i ~  or  
less spectrally tlefiiietl repioils: t Iiiis. t l i t .  i i i s tv i i -  

nient is cal let1 tlie ti ve-c.li:innel i x t l  i o i l  iet er. 
It is niounte(1 in  tlie ~ ~ i l l l ~ o ~ - s l i : i ~ ~ e ~ l  satellite 

oil tlie side so that oiie viewiiig i)ort looks o i i t  

t o w i d  the hottoni of tlir satellite (iisii:illy re- 
ferred to :is tlie floor sitle). n-lirt.cqs tlie otlier 
looks out tow:ii,(l t l ic  sitltl ( iisi1:tlIy referretl to 
as the \wll side). The tlistiiictioii between the 
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sides is important because one serves as the 
reference side, and the other, as the signal side. 
Sometimes, the floor side looks at the earth; 
then, it is tile sipial side. Sonletinles, the wall 
side looks at  the earth; then i f  is the signal 
side. The reference side looks constantly into 
outer spnce a i d  compares the outer space signal 
which is obviously zero or which bas very little 
r:tdiation in it against the one that it receives 
froin the surface of the earth. 

The other radiatioll instrument onboard is a 
wide-field radiometer, shown in figure 16-2. It 

FIGURE 162.  Exterior view of the low-resolution ra- 
diometer showing the black detector (left) and the 
white detector (right). 

has a much lower resolution than the five-chan- 
ne1 radiometer. The five-channel instrument 
is able to resolve a square of about 60 kilo- 
meters on the earth. The wide-field radiome- 
ter sees the whole disk of the earth underneath 
the satellite; it consists of two cones, one with 
a detector painted white, which is sensitive only 
to infrared radiation and which reflects visible 
radiation, and one with a detector painted 
black. This latter one is sensitive to the total 
radiation received. The exact workings of this 
instrument will be discussed subsequently. 

The five-channel or scanning high-resolution 
radiometer is shown in detail in figure 16-3. 
The viewing ports for the individual five spec- 
tral regions of the wall side can be seen on 
the bottom. 

Figures 1 6 4  and 16-5 define and describe the 
spectral regions in which the fire-channel in- 
strument is sensitive. Figure 16-4 shows the 
sensitivity of channels 3 and 5 to reflected radia- 
tion from the earth. Channel 3 is sensitive 
from about 0.2 micron to about 6 microns. 
Channel 5 is sensitive from about 0.5 micron 
to about 0.8 micron. The reason why these two 
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FIGURE 16-3. Exterior view of the medium-resolution 
radiometer showing the view apertures in one direc- 
tion of the five channels. The prismatic cross section 
of the reflector is seen on the right of the line of 
appertures. 
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FIGURE 16-4. Filter transmission characteristics of 
vhannels 3 and 5 of the medium-resolution radi- 
ometer. 

LO c 

FIGURE 16-5. Filter transmission characteristics of 
channels 1, 2, and 4 of the medium-resolution radi- 
ometer. The dashed line is the approximate trans- 
mission characteristic of 1 atmosphere. 



regions were chosen is the following. Channel

3 was intended to encompass the total reflected
sunlight from the earth. Channel 5 was in-
tended to be sensitn'e near the actual maximum

spectral intensity of sunlight. There is also

a more practical reason for selecting this nar-

row spectral region; the spectral sensitivity of

this channel is very close to the spectral sensi-

tivity of the television cameras onboard the

same satellite. The spectral curves (figs. 164

and 16-5) are somewhat stylized in the sense
that they do not show some of the erratic re-

sponse occurring outside these bands. The
reason is that. the curves were drawn before

an exact and precise knowledge of the spectral

response of this instrument was obtained. This

erratic response was detected only after rigor-

ously calibrating these instruments in the lab-

oratory. Channel 5, which already has a

complicated response curve in the 0.5- to 0.8-

micron range, also has a small but noticeable

response farther out in the 1-micron region.

This makes the processing and analyzing of

the data accordingly more complicated.

. ._ ..... - ....... s the infrared .1...... is or
the three channels sensitive to emitted radiation

from tile earth: Channel 1 has a very narrow

peak in the 6.3-micron region. The dashed
lines show the transmission characteristic of the

atmosphere. In the 6.3-micron region there is

practically no transmission; this is due to the

Ltu_gt[DbtOll b_' I_tL[tCl" ValJOl" lit LIIC LttlllOaJ:_ltCtt;.

Maximum atmospheric transmission occurs in

the spectral region in which channel 2 is sensi-

tive except for the dip at approximately 9.5 or

9.6 microns, which is due to the absorption of

ozone in the upper atmosphere. However, the

total energy in this atmospheric transmission

dip is rather small compared with the total en-

ergy in the spectral region for which this filter

is sensitive. This region starts at about 8 mi-
crons and extends to about 13 microns. After

these curves were drawn, more precise calibra-

tion indicated that there is a slight response of

this channel at about 16 microns. It was hoped

that this channel would be a perfect "window"

channel; however, as the spectral calibration

has shown, there is some response outside this

window. There is, then, a minimum transmis-

sion through the atmosphere in the channel 1

region and a maximum transmission in the

channel 2 region.

In the third remaining infrared channel,

channel 4, a spectral range as broad as possible,

extending from about 7 microns to about 30

microns, is chosen; here, it is intended, to re-

ceive the total thermal energy emitted from the
earth.

With the complicated spectral responses de-
scribed it is a difficult task to obtain a measure

of radiation from the electrical energy meas-

ured at the output of each channel. A relation-

ship between received radiation and measured

output voltages must therefore be established

experimentally. This is done in the following

ways. The infrared channels of the instrument

are exposed to black-body targets whose radia-

tion temperatures are known precisely. The

output of the radiometer is recorded with vary-

ing t_rget temperatures. This means that a

1-to-1 correlation between the total energy

emitted from the target and the output of the
instrument can be established. ¥¢hen the satel-

lite is in orbit the earth t_akes the place of the

black-body target, and the electrical output
from the instrument after demodulation can be
av*,.-ooca,-1 ;n _-_,,',m_,-,-Fkl,,olr_]_,_,-1,. +_..o-a_- +am.

peratures which in turn can be converted to

radiation energy received from the earth. This

approach, however, does not render a satis-

factory picture of the radiation emitted from

the surface of the earth or the atmosphere be-

cause the radiation measured within the highly

(fig. 16-5) must be correlated with the total

radiation emitted from a given altiude region

of the atmosphere of the earth in a given direc-
tion. A method to obtain such a correlation is

described in paper 17.

Figure 16-6 shows the installation in the

laboratory for experimentally calibrating the

visible channels, hi the visible channels, the

reflected-light channels, the problem is some-
what different from the thermal-calibration

problem. A 1-to-1 correspondence between the

radiation from the target and the output of the

instrument cannot be obtained as simply as in
the case of the infrared channels. A well-

calibrated source which illuminates a diffusing

screen, simulating a reflecting cloud surface (fig.
16-6), must be used. The distance of the screen

can be varied and, therefore, the intensity

of the diffuse emitter or diffuse reflector, which

is a special type of paper, can be varied. This
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F I C ~ H E  1CA. Ciililrntion installation for the two visiblelight channels of the TIROS firechnnnel radiometer. 
h 1.5-kilowatt cnli1,r:iterl tungsten 1,111b shown i n  the left side of the light stntitl illuniinntes n tliffiise prilwr 
target iiiountwl in the right side of the shiitl. The rrtdionieter is niorintd untleniealli the tungsten bulh 
ni id shielded froiii direct, light. 

diffuse reflector then illuminates tlie radiom- 
eter and the output of the two visible cliniiiiels 
is monitored as :I function of the distance of 
tlie screen from tlie bulb; namely, its a functioii 
of the total intensity or brightness of the screen. 
,Igain, a I-to-1 correspondence could be ob- 
tained if tlie paper screen truly simulnted re- 
flected solar rzidintion. However, tliis is not 
the case. This source used in tlie laboratory at 
its briplitest litis x color temperature of about 
3,000" I<. Tlie sun lins n temperature almost 
twice tliis value. Tlie spectral clinracteristics 
of the laborntory source and the siin :we tliere- 
fore vastly dii€erent. 
In order to convert the output to the albedo 

seen by the instrument, the exact spectral char- 
acteristic of the source, the exact spectral re- 
sponse of tlie instrument, and the exact spectral 
characteristic of tlie sun must be known. For 
the latter a black-body radiator of 5,800" I< 
is assumed for c1i:iniiel 3 ; a black-body radiator 
of 6.000" I< is assumed for channel 5 .  These 
nssumptions may be made confidently. The 
exact spectml response of the instrument and 

of the source are very difficult to obtain. As 
a source a carefully calibrated bulb is used as 
a "primary standard." The spectral response 
of tlie inst ruinelit is measured by comparing it 
with tlie response of detectors of uniform spec- 
trnl sensitivity. 
In TIROS I1 these calibration problems had 

not been solved as completely as in TIROS 111, 
and most of the data received, particularly 
most of tlie visible energy data, were only reln- 
tive measurements. I n  TIROS I11 the calibra- 
tion has been perfected and tliere is more cer- 
tainty about tlie absolute measurement of 
energies reflected from the earth in the risible 
part of the spectrum. Measurement, of say, 
the transmission of a filter or of any optical 
component in the five-channel radiometer by 
just using tlie various monochrometers and 
spectrophotometers arailable is not very simple. 
The problem is not only to produce mono- 
chromatic radiation and have the radiometer 
respond to it but also the calibrntioii must be 
performed witli a detector of greater precision 
than the one contained in tlie radiometer; such 
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detectors are very difficult to find because of 
the required uniformity of response over the 
broad spectral regions over which the instru- 
ment must be calibrated. This, again, is par- 
ticularly true for the infrared channels. 

E'TGTTHE 16-i Laboratory installation used for cali- 
biaiiug iiifiaimi portitril uf the TiFwa ?ii-e< haiiiie: 
radiometer. The radiometer is niounted in the 
center. Identical black-body targets are mounted 
on top and bottom. All the equipiiient shown fits 
inside a Hell jar which is emcuuted to a inaxiniuiii 
pressure of lo-" niin Hg. 

Figure 16-7 shows the facility used in the 
calibration of the thermnl channels, the infra- 
red channels. The radiometer is mounted in 
the center of the apparatus with one viewing 
port looking up and the other viewing port 
looking down. There are two black-body tar- 
gets, one above the radiometer and one below. 
The slots visible in the two targets are actually 
the conical black bodies into which the instru- 
ment looks. I f  both of these targets are em- 
bedded, say, in liquid nitrogen, then the three 
infrared channels see practically no radiation 
through both viewing ports. This simulates 
the situation the satellite encounters in outer 

space when neither wall nor floor side are look- 
ing at the earth. The output of the instrument 
should then be zero. When the temperature of 
one of these black-body targets, for instance the 
top, is increased to a range which is comparable 
to the equivalent black-body temperatures of 
the earth, the output of the instrument will in- 
crease; the increasing voltage can then be meas- 
ured as a function of the increasing black-body 
temperature of this target. Then, the process 
is reversed; the top target is kept a t  liquid 
nitrogen temperatures and the bottom one is 
heated. The response of the instrument is not 
ezzct!y the sr?mp, nlthongh theoretically it 
should be. This difference in respoiise between 
the "wall" and the "floor" sides is an important 
part of the calibration and very cumbersome to 
handle in the data reduction. 

Figure 16-8 gives a picture of the results. 
The black-body temperatures are plotted on the 
abscissa ; these tenipetxtures range from liquid 
nitrogen temperatures ( - I!ffio (') up to about 
40" C. I f  the floor side is chosen to Ije the 
scitliliiiig side and looks at a target of variable 
temperature, the wall side will constantly look 
a t  R liqiiid nitrogen target. As the temperature 
is increased, the voltage increases from zero up  
to R saruration lr\ rl o f  :~lil)i*~i"ii~~;~tel$ 12 volts. 
Thus, a curve of \-oltage against black-body 
temperature of the target is obtained ; the tem- 
perature of the satellite is an additional param- 
eter in obtaining these curveb. 1 wo &irerent 
to_npioi-itiiwc t'-"" -- -- t!?p i!?striimei>t :iw 4ion.n in 
this figure, 2.5" (' : ~ i d  -Mo C. Lis the tenipern- 
ture of the instrunient varies, nearly pxrnllel 
cnrves will result. *Ifter the output has been 
obt:iined as a function of these two parameters, 
iixmely. tlie temperatures of the instrument :tiid 

the target, tlie energy which is avnilable under 
tlie filter function curves (fig. If;-5) m:ty be 
computed for a given black-I)ody temperature. 

Figure 16-0 shows tliis relation. Tliis curve 
is obt:iined by using Plnnck's 1:iw for :I given 
black-body tempeixture and integrating i t  over 
the filter function of the instrument. This is 
where the complication occurs. If this filter 
function were perfectly rectangular. it would 
be elementary to compute the relationship be- 
tween the black-body temperature and the 
energy received by the radiometer. The com- 
plex nature of the filter function not only com- 
plicates the computational process of this in- 
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FIOURE 16-8.

CHANNEL 2
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Typical curve showing the relationship between the voltage output of channel 2 of the scanning

radiometer and the temperature of a black-body target viewed by the scanning beam of the radiometer.

The reference beam at the same time is looking at a black-body target at liquid nitrogen temlmratures.
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FIGURE 16-9. Curve showing the relationship between

black-b(_iy teml)erature TBB and energy W received

by the radiometer. This relationship is obtained by

integrating the theoretical black-body energy curve

over the spectral range to which the radiometer is

sensitive.

tegration but also makes it necessary to find a

mathematical correlation between tile energy
received under the filter function and tile

energy emitted by tile earth within the spectral

range of interest. As mentioned previously,

such a correlation will be discussed in paper 17

Figure 16-10 presents a group of equatio_ls

showing the functioning of the wide-field radio-

meter. The temperatures of the black and

white sensors are proportional to tile energies

radiated to tlle sensors by the target, which will

be the earth, and by the housing of tile sensor

itself, as well to the heat conduction from the

housing to tile sensor. This energy relation is

simply a proportionality expressing the balance

of incoming and outgoing energies at each d6-

tector. In these equations there are four con-

stants of proportionality for each the black and
the white cone which must be determined in

the laboratory. First, each cone is calibrated

with thermal radiation in the infrared only
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NETWORKRESISTANCE_ TSENSOR

4 T4--TSENSOR=BI TARGET+B2T;ATELLITE + B:_TSENSOR - TSATELLITE) + B4IALBEDO"-_B_TARGET, IALBEDO)
BLACK BLACK

4 T4 4TSENSOR=WI TARGET+W2TsATELLITE + W3(TSENSOR - TSATELLITE) + W4IALBEDO--'I_w(FTARGET,IALBEDO)
WHITE WHITE

I I Wl "_ MAYBE DETERMINEDFROMVARIATIONOF

THERMALCALIBRATION: ALBEDO= 0 W2 _ TSENSOR' TTARGET AND TSATELLITE

WHITE W3 J BLACK

4 4 4
T SENSOR-Wl TTARGET-w2 TSATELLITE"w3(rSENSOR-TSATELLITE)

W4 = WHITE WHITE
IALBEDO

Bi
THERMALCALIBRATION:IALBEDO=O B2

B4

i MAYBE DETERMINEDFROMVARIATIONOF
TSENSOR' TTARGET AND TSATELLITE

BLACK B3 WHITE

T 4SENSOR-B1 T;ARGET-B2 4TSATELLITE"B3 (I'SENSOR-TSATELLITE)
= BLA_K BLACK

IALBEDO

FIGURE 16-10. Equations showing the functioning of the wide-field radiometer.

which affects the first three terms on the right-

figure 16-10. Since all lights are turned off,

there is no energy from the visible targets which

means that IALBEDO, the intensity of ,dbedo, is

zero. The three constants, Bi, Be, and B:_ for

the black sensor, or W_, W2, and W_ for the

white sensor, are determined by putting the in-

strunlent tilrougil a range t)_ _at-lt)u_ _t:n_ui"

temperatures, target temperatures, and satellite

temperatures. By a least-squares solution these
constants are determined.

After B_, B_, B._ and W_, tV2, W8 have been

determined, the lights are turned on. The

brightness of the light targets corresponds to

a given albedo intensity I*LBEOO. The teml)era-
tures of both the black and white sensors, the

satellite, and the thermal target are measured.
The constants B_ and W_ are then obtained by

the arithmetic process shown in figure 16-10.

In the satellite the temperatures of the black
and white sensors of the satellite itself are

measured and telemetered to the ground.

With the knowledge of constants B_ and We

(i=l . . . 4), the two unknowns, namely, the

temperature of the equivalent black-body tem-

perature of the earth Tr*ROET and the intensity
of the albedo I*_,BEDO can be determined.

Figure 1'6-11 is a record of the signals re-
ceived from the satellite. It shows seven cban-

nels. The bottom channel is simply a timing
,l_.nn,_l It _I',,-,w_ ¢,n nnl_ which the. ,_ntel-

lite picks up by scanning the sun_ and as the
satellite moves into the shadow of the earth

these sun pulses disappear. This record is

very close to either sunrise or sunset and, there-

fore, the visible channels receive no light. The

top five traces show the signals obtained from

LIlt: l[l_ll-X _,_) z tt t Ivll x ¢*_tl,*== =_.¢..*, .... ._ .........

being the visible channels. The infrared chan-

nels (traces 1, 2, and 4 from the top of the

figure), however, receive very strong signals;
one of these channels will be shown subse-

quently on an enlarged record. The signals
from the wide-field radiometer (trace 6) are

of interest here. They are seen in a commu-

tated fashion. In the groups of three dots the

outside ones represent the temperature of the

black sensor and the center one represents the

temperature of the white sensor. These two

temperatures are at different levels, naturally,
because of their different spectral sensitivity.

The voltages for each of these dots are meas-

ured and then the equations presented in figure

16-10 are solved for albedo intensity and for

equivalent black-body temperature of an area
of the earth viewed underneath the satellite.

This area is several hundred miles in radius.

Figure 16-12 gives an idea of the typical

geometry. In one position (top of picture) the
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FIGURE 16-11. A typical record of data transmitted from the TIRos radiation experiments. The top five traces
show the resIxmses of the five-channel radiometer. Traces 1, 2, and 4 from the top correspond to the three
infrared channels ; traces 3 and 5 correspond to the visible channels. The bottom channel is a tinting refer-
ence. The second channel from the bottom is commutated into various _eg]nents and contains the informa-
tion transmitted from the wide-field radiometer as well as "housekeeping" parameters of the satellite, such
as temperature and pressure.

l)ottom of the satellite, the floor side, looks

straight down upon the earth; therefore, the
wide-field or low-resolut ion radiometer views an

area directly under the satellite. The five-
chamml or medium-resolution radiometer,

which in this case scans through the floor side.

describes a circle as the satellite spins; the

traces sca]med nmy be seen in the figure. The

other beam lookin G out through the wall side of

the satellite will see outer space. Since no

radiation is received in this beam, this is the

reference side. Then, as the satellite progresses

in orbit, about halfway around the earth it will

come to a position where not the floor or the
bottom but the side of the satellite looks down

on earth, whereas the spin axis of the satellite

is 1)arallel to a tangent to the surface of the

earth. At this point the wide-field radiometer

ceases to view the earth (the bottom case in fig.

16-12). It sees outer space and the signal is

useless except for reference because there is no
radiation. The five-channel radiometer, how-

ever, continues to scan as the satellite spins.
The floor beam which looks out through the

floor of the satellite at 45 ° to the spin axis will

scan the earth over one 1)ortion of the spin
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the five-channel radhmmter.

cycle, and over the other pol_ion it will look
intn rmtm. _nqr, r_. After thi,g t)eam hqs t11rned
............ 1......

to scan outer space, the other beam which looks

out through the wall will start to scan the

earth. There are, then, altermflive sweeps be-
tween the wall side and the floor side during one
satellite revolution.

Figure 16-13 shows a typical patteml. This

channel. It was taken under the condition

where the satellite was "sideways;" in other

words, the earth was being viewed alternately

by the floor beam and the wall beam. The low-

est signal level in figure 16-13 results when

both beams are looking into outer space. As

one side starts to see the earth the signal rises

suddenly to a fairly high level. The steep

transients at the beginning of the scan and at
the end occur as the horizon is scanned. Be-

tween horizons the beam scans the earth and

considerable detail can be seen. The variation

of the signal amplitude is due to changes in the
emission from the earth.

In terms of the black body, the minimum

temperatures would correspond to about 250 °

K to 260 ° K. It is approximately 4 to 5 volts

in terms of output of the instrument. The

maximum temperatures correspond to very

warm spots. Apparently, the instrument is

viewing areas of clear skies and senses equiva-

lent black-body temperatures very close to the
surface of the earth of the order of 280 ° K to

'290° K, or about 10 volts.
These data can be reduced by converting the

si_ml traces point by point from voltages

shown in figure 16-13 to black-body tempera-

tures by means of applying all the knowledge
obtained from the calibration curves; then, a

map may be plotted by going back to the orien-
tation of the satellite which can be determined

from various data provided by the tracking

stations. This procedure would be very

lengthy. If points were read at reasonable

interwds, say, if a scan were divided into 50

points or so for each of the six channels, one

orbit would yield several hundred thousand

data points. TIROS II has radiated data during
a thousand or so orbits. TIROS III is now in its

1,700th orbit. If all the data points from TiReS
TT ..... 1 TIT u-av,a o,_rn_]norl fhor¢_ xvn111d bl_ fiB-

l)roximately a 1)illion data points. Thus, the

problem of reducing these data is staggering.

A more sophisticated method of reading,

scaling, and presenting the data nmst be used.
This is what is called data reduction. It will be

demonstrated that 1)y using high-speed com-

t)uters, this l)rol)lem can be solved. The next

step is to analyze the data. As a result of the
data-reduction process the data are presented

to the world meteorologists in various forms
)'_lll(r;ll(r fl'(llli Idnttod Ill)ll)S tO lll}lErlletic fades

v-, _ •

since various applications in the analysis will
call for (lifferent forms of l)resentation, it will

al)l)arently take many scientists to exhaust all

the material l)resented in the Turns radiation

In_tl)S.

Figures 16-14 and 16-1.) give an idea of the

data reduction and l)resentation. The focal

point in the (liagram shown in figure 16-14 is

the radiation data I)rogram. Various types of

information are fed into this program which

is placed in a 7090 electronic data processillg
machine at the (i-o(l(lard SI)ace Flight Center
at Greenl)elt. Included are the radiation data

stored on tape in the satellite and transmitted

on command playback ; these data are recorded

at a ground station at the Goddard Space

Flight Center and then demodulated. The
data are converted into voltage signals and then

into actual (l;_gital signals on tal)e. This pro-

cedure, thus far, re(tuircs the l)rel)aration of

about three nmgnetic tapes. Tim analog si_.nlals
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FIGURE 16-13. Oscillogram showing three consecutive sky-earth scans of channel 2 of the medium-resolution
radiometer. The amplitude is approximately proportional to the radiant energy received.
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FIGURE 16-14.--Schematic diagram of the flow of radi-
ation data during its course of processing.

can be tapped off before tile digital tape is pre-

pared and just for checking purposes one or two
scans can be studied every day to see that the

satellite is still working properly and to con-

duct a manual data analysis.

Then, the digital tape is fed into the radia-

tion program. At the same time the tracking

information which goes through an orbital

program is obtained from the minitrack sta-

tions. The 7090 computer also prepares these

magnetic h_pes and feeds them into this pro-

gram. In addition, attitude information of the
satellite or the orientation of the satellite, which

can be obtained by various methods, is fed in.
A brief introduction to the methods of atti-

tude information is given in paper 10 in which

it is shown, how the magnetic field and gravi-

tational effects on the orientation of the spin
axis of the satellite are used to determine the

attitude of the satellite. These effects can be

calculated and, therefore, the attitude of the

satellite can be predicted or calculated if the
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ORBIT 4

Channel 2

8-12 Microns
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FIGURE 16--15. Typical map produced by automatic printer through processing shown in figure 16-14. The

numbers accompanied by a plus prefix indicate the radiated emittance of the surface of the earth in watts

per square meter in a wavelength region viewed by infrared channel 2. A grid overlay must be used to

determine the geographic coordinates,

necessary auxiliary information is available.

The infrared sensors, as they scan the horizon,

can provide attitude information independ-

ently. The television photographs can also aid

in providing the orientation of the satellite if

they show landmarks.
All this orientation information feeds into

an attitude program, which in turn, provides

an imput to the radiation data program, which

then combines all this information and puts out

a final magnetic tape. All these stages go

through magqmtic tapes. Nobody has to punch

cards or perform any similar manual chore.

Actual patterns of radiation can be obtained

from the final meteorological radiation tape by

playing it back through a digital computer.

The computer is needed in order to print a list
of the radiation data as a function of time,

location, and angular relationships. A com-

puter program called the printout program per-

forms this listing. At the same time maps may

be plotted with another program which per-

forms the scaling and coding necessary to print

the data in a geographic grid pattern.
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The final meteorological radiation tapes,

rather tMn just being l)rinted or mapl)ed , can
also be used for more advanced studies. The

radiation mal)s need not 1)e printed out if in-

terest centers on the total heat budget of the

earth. In that case, for instance, the data

would lxe retained on tal)e and calculations

wouhl l)e l)rogramed and perfomned in the

comlmter on tile energy availal)le in the various

sl)ectral regions, the radiative transfer of this

energy through various model atmospheres, all

the coml)lex integrations, and so forth. Only

the final data need to be printed. How many

programs there could be in order to digest the

data l)resented in this so-called final tape is

left to the imagination.

Figure 16-15 shows one saml)le of tile mal)s

plotted from the first 50 usable orbits of Tim)s
II. The numbers indicate radiation emitted

in ('hannel ;2, which is the 8- to 12-micron chan-

nel, for a given orbit over a certain area of the
earth. The radiant emittances from the surfa('e

of the earth are exl)ressed in watts per square

meter. The geographic location can be estat)-

lished by using an overlay whi('h shows the

geographic features of the particular area and
then by determining tim locations where these

i)oints fall. These data are i)resented and de-

scril)ed in reference 3. Tim 1)arti('ular 1)attern
shown in figure 16-15 was taken with Lake

Michigan roughly in the center of the lli<'ture.
In that area radiation emitted fronl the earth

was al)out 40 watts per square meter. A l)hoto -

graph taken during this same orl)it and 1)ass
by the satellite shows that there was a frontal

I)assage over the eastern United States aeeom-

l)anied l)y an overcast, which was apl)arently

very high with dense clouds because they are
bright. This decreases the total radiation
emitted over that area of the United States

(far right 1)ortion of fig. 16-15) by al)out half
of what it is over the cloudless areas to the
west.

Many of these maps have been studied. It

has been found, for instance (ref. 3), that the
infrared radiation emitted from the earth in all

channels depends al)ove all on the cloud cover

and the water-vapor content of the atmosphere.

Clouds and water vapor control in a very re-

markal)le way the total energy leaving the earth

and also, naturally, the total energy reflected
front the earth.
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A very interesting study of three particular
eases has been made and is presented in refer-

ence 3. The area chosen was over tim tropical

ocean, off the shore of South America. The sky
over this area was cloudless, or as cloudless as

can be found. Sinmltaneous television pictures
were available with the data received from the
five-channel radiometer and the wide-field

radiometer. It was found that the wide-field

radiometer agreed very well with the five-
channel radiometer in the sense that it showed

albedo values comparable to those of the two
visible channels. The observed albedo over this

ocean area ranges from 5 to 7 percent. This ob-
servation was at local noon over a cloudless

ocean; the reflected radiation obviously was

very low.

The total energy received in the 7- to 30-

micron channel, about 80 percent of which is

infrared radiation from the earth, shows black-

body temperatures ranging from 250 ° K to 260 °

K. This agrees, again, very well with the en-

ergies measured by the wide-field radiometer.

Thus, the experiment appears to be consistent.

However, it is interesting that, even over this

clear area, the "window" ehannet in the 8- to 12-

micron region shows temperatures which are
about 20 ° below what is assumed to be the water

temperature in that region. Temperatures are

about 275 ° K, definitely under 280 ° K. This

would indicate a great sink of energy. It ap-

pears to be somewhat significant since this
measurement was taken near an area where

just a few days before lmrricane Anna had

developed.

A more interesting case was found over the

desert regions. The area from the Mediter-
ranean into the Indian Ocean was studied fox'

orbit 46 of TiRos III. This case is interesting

for the following reason: First, the satellite

passes over the Mediterranean Sea, a.clear area

in a very warm regiol;. Then, it scans the

desert, which has very high surface tempera-

tures and low water-vapor content. Over the
desert the 8- to 12-mi('ron window clmnnel

yields temperatures very close to surface tem-

peratures, ar(umd 310 ° K. 'Fhis temperature

indicates that radiation comes from very near
the surface of the earth.

As the satellite traverses the 15th parallel

into the tropics, the window-channel tempera-

ture drops by al)out 20 ° to o5 °. It couhl be



that the surface temperature is somewhat lower

in this area. tIowever, a more reasonable ex-

planation is that tile water-vapor content in-

creased tremendously ill tile tropics. This may

be determined I)y looking at the 6.3-micron

channel; there, also, the teml)erature drops by

about 30 ° as the satellite crosses the 15th par-

aim and passes over trol)ical Africa. The 7-

to 30-micron chamml, as well as the wide-field

radiometer, shows a very similar behavior.

These record about 280 ° K to '290 ° K over the

African desert and about 260 ° K over tropical

Africa. The allledos in this case show that the

desert reflects about 3() percent of the incident

sunlight, whereas the vegetated area farther

south in Africa reflects about 15 percent of the

incident sunlight.

The same values were lneasured in the first

case where the satellite l)assed over the coast-

line of South America (albedos of about 15

percent) and in another case studied over the

United States (orbit 4, T1ROS IiI). Over

Mi('higan, Indiana, and Illinois with clear skies,

about 15 to 16 percent of sunlight reflected.

()n the same pass farther south, near Kentucky,

over dense clouds, as much as 50 to 55 percent

of Sunlight is reflected. That was one of the

brightest large-area clouds found in the TIROS

pictures. The maximum albedo values occa-

sionally measured over smaller clouds have been

near 65 percent. Albedo values over 70 per(.ent

have never been observed.

The radiation data presented here were in-

tended only to give an understanding of the

experiment. The meaning of these data in

terms of a better understanding of the atmos-

l)here and of an application to large-scale mete-

orological observation is given in sul)sequent

l)allers. The potential contained in the T1Ros

radiation measurements will probably not be

exhausted for many years.
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Question Period

McCULLOCH, Canada : I would like to ask whether there are any plans for investigating the ultraviolet and

X-ray ranges with a view toward determining any information on, for example, solar variability and perhaps

its relationship to terrestrial weather?

NORDBERG: This question has been posed to us by many people. Particularly, suggestions have been made

to monitor continuously the solar intensity in various bands in the ultraviolet and visible portion of the spectrum1.

Bre have never considered X-rays. But in the visible and ultraviolet, particularly in those spectral regions that

are responsible for creating ozone and for destroying it, we have thought that it would be interesting, for

instance, to look at the Hertzberg bands which are responsible for creating ozone, and then, say, at the Hartley

or some of the other bands instrumental in destroying ozone. The change in ratio between these bands could

cause changes in the ozone distribution and therefore influence the heat budget of the earth. At the moment

we are not considering such experiments for meteorological _tellites because, for instmmmntal reasons, they are

better suited for the astronomical observatory types of satellites that NASA is planning.

At this time there is a plan to monitor the radiation of the sun over almost the whole spectrum, from very

far in the ultraviolet into the visible, on one of the NASA astronomical observatories. If these results show

any interesting avenues, it will certainly be worth while to consider the inclusion of such experiments on

meteorological and geophysical satellites which are generally designed to look at the earth and are not the best

suited vehicles to carry sensors to observe the sun; the solar observatory and astronomical satellites, of course,

are designed for that purpose. Maybe there will be good reason to combine the measurements from the two

programs.
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JAMES, United Kingdom: I would like to ask Dr. Nordberg about the equations he wrote for determining

the parameters when calibrating the radiation instruments. Are they satisfactory for a satellite?

NOaDBERC: I can give a quick answer to your question. The equations that were written down are for steady

state. They do not use a time variation. The time constant of the instrument was measured in the laboratory,

and this is another one of these extraneous calibration procedures that we have to go through. It turns out

that this instrument, the wide-field radiometer, has a time constant of up to 1 to 1½ minutes. This is not very

good if you want to get a fairly high reselution. But, on the other hand, this instrument has not been designed

for high resolution. In comparing this instrument with the very fast responding five-channel instrument, the

data still agree very well when we consider time and space averages.

If the satellite passes over an area of rapidly changing radiation features, such as in the African case I

mentioned, in which the satellite starts out over the Mediterranean Sea, then passes over the desert, and finally

passes over tropical areas, the _ime constant of the wide-field radiometer produces a time lag with respect to

the faster responding five-channel instrument.

So it is true; one cannot get a high resolution in time with this instrument just as one cannot get a high

resolution in space with this instrument. This is a very crude instrument. Even though it is so crude, it yields

a good deal of useful data over the time that it sees the earth.
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